
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of director, retail. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, retail

Provide Financial Planning and Analysis to support Retail worldwide
Partner with the Retail Division Leaders and works closely with other Financial
Planning and Business Finance teams
Refine, analyze and integrate the financial statements
Provide input on the P&L budget and forecast received from Retail and
constantly identify financial risk and opportunities
Take an active role in the effort to improve the accuracy and speed of the
closing process and timely reporting of financial results to the parent
company
All support services for Global Retail, working with all retail division and
subsidiaries
Supporting periodic Forecasting, Budgeting and long term Strategic Plan
including OTB establishment and Inventory levels
Creating standardized reports that provide accurate and timely data to the
business including up-to-date information regarding actual versus forecasted
performance highlighting sales, gross margin by region, store and product
category
Providing consistent feedback and keep senior management updated
through proactive monitoring of key issues in Retail
Ensuring proper representation of business activities and to make sure all
internal reporting deadlines are met in a timely manner
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Candidate should have a minimum of 10+ years of experience working within
and managing a high-volume, high- energy, fast paced, eCom, multi-channel,
International Retail business practice
Knowledge of IT design, testing, and documentation methodologies (Agile,
ITIL)
Solid understanding of the Fashion and Retail industry
Experience with influencing sr
Own and lead the site approval process and ensure all stakeholders are
informed and involved
Understanding of architectural and construction materials and processes


